Biens Immobilier sur la
Côte d'Azur et Monaco

579V2765M - À vendre
539.000€

Le Plan-de-la-Tour / Maison mitoyenne

Maison mitoyenne dans domaine sécurisé avec piscine, a pied du village, au calme avec jardin et
terrasse se composant: hall, wc d’invités, chambre avec salle de bains, salon donnant sur terrasse
couverte, cuisine US équipée, à l’étage 2 chambres avec rangement et salle de bains, wc
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indépendant. Belles prestations.

Chambres

3

SdB ou SdD

2

Terrain

80,00 m²

Surface habitable

102,00 m²

Parkings

2

Construit

2010

Climatisation

Да

Piscine

Да

Orientation

Ouest

État

en ordre

Pays

France

Commission

Включены

Additional Features

Air conditionné

partiellement meublé

Piscine

Toilettes invités
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Image Gallery
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Property Location

Le marqueur ne montre pas l'emplacement exact de propriété.
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Contact the Agent

Guido Sommer (Aiximmo Immobilien/Immobilier)
Founder and CEO of Aiximmo Immobilien / Immobilier
Tél: +49 241 9161650
Site web: http://aiximmo.ch
Twitter: https://twitter.com/https://twitter.com/aix_immo
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/https://www.facebook.com/aiximmo

- This online brochure is without any warranty. Property details may be changing!
- Dieses online Exposé ist ohne Gewähr. Details der Immobilie können sich ändern!
- Cette fiche en ligne est sans garantie. Détails de bien peuvent changer !
- Это онлайн брошюра — без каких-либо гарантий. Детали свойства может измениться!

Terms and Conditions
§ 1 Prohibition of disclosure
All information including the object records of the broker are intended exclusively for the customer. It
is expressly forbidden to disclose the evidence of object and object information without the express
consent of the broker, which must be granted in writing beforehand to third this.
The customer violates this obligation and the third parties or other persons, that the third party for its
part has passed the information, completes the main contract, the customer is obliged to pay the
broker the Commission agreed with him, plus the statutory value added tax.
§ 2 Dual action
The broker must operate both the seller and the buyer.
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§ 3 Owner information
The broker pointed out that the object information that is propagated by him come by the vendor or
by a third party commissioned by the seller and by the him, the real estate agent, for accuracy not
been verified are.
It is to thing of the customer, these details are correct to check. The broker, which only passes this
information assumes no liability for the accuracy.
§ 4 Limitation of liability
The brokers liability is limited to grossly negligent or intentional conduct, insofar as the customer of
the brokers conduct suffers any physical injury or loses his life.
§ 5 Limitation
The Statute of limitations for all claims of the customer against the REALTOR is 3 years.It begins with
the time in which the action triggering the liability for damages has been committed.
These should lead to a shorter Statute of limitations, the legal limitation regulations in individual
cases for the broker to apply.
§ 6 Special services
All services requested by the customer in addition, especially in the personal presence of foreign real
estate, can be calculated separately.
In such cases, the basis is always the expense and the resulting costs, day trips are calculated in
daily rates of 1000 EUR (Monaco 1500 EUR) plus expenses, overnight stays, etc. and are counted
towards contractual agreements.
§ 7 Place of jurisdiction
Brokers and customers are merchants within the meaning of the commercial code, the headquarters
of the broker is agreed as the place of performance for all claims and obligations deriving from the
contract and place of jurisdiction.
§ 8 Sever ability clause
Should one or more of the above conditions should be invalid, it shall thereof not affect the validity of
the remaining conditions. This is true even if within a control part is ineffective, but another is
effective. The ineffective condition shall be replaced by the parties with a condition, which comes
closest to the economic interests of the Parties and otherwise not contrary to the contractual
agreements.
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